For wild actions of a cyclic group G on a local ring R, with R°n oetherian, it is shown that depth R -depth RG can be arbitrarily large, even if R is regular and contains Z.
1. Introduction. Let Äbea noetherian local ring and let G be a finite group of automorphisms of R. If the ring RG of G-invariants in R is noetherian, what is the relation between the depth of R and the depth of RG? (For the problem of when RG is noetherian, see [1] .) This question has been raised in connection with problems of unique factorization (see [4, esp. §4] ). The theme of this note is that when the residue field characteristic of R divides the order of G, things are as bad as possible, at least if one expects that the depth of R will govern the depth of R G. We exhibit a class of actions of a cyclic group G of order/?" in characteristic/» for which the depth of RG is 2, provided the depth of R is at least 2. There is also a related phenomenon in mixed characteristic where the ring of invariants always has depth < 3. We show below that for every d > 2, there is an R of depth d with R G of depth 2. For this, we need the following version of the normal basis theorem.
Lemma 3. Let S be a noetherian semilocal domain and let G be a finite group of automorphisms of S operating transitively on the maximal ideals of S. If S is a finite étale extension of R = SG then there exists anf&S such that {f: a G G} is a free basis of S over R.
Proof. Since G acts transitively on the maximal ideals of S and S is faithfully flat over R, it follows that R is a noetherian local ring. Let m be its maximal ideal. Then S/mS is a direct sum of finite separable extensions K¡ = S/n¡ of R/m = k, n,, . . . , nr being the maximal ideals of S. Set G}-, = {a G G: a = 1 mod uVS). Then G" = (1) for large n. Fix such an n. If Gt contains a subgroup H whose order k is invertible in S/mS, then since (S/m"S)H maps onto S/mS, and S/m"S is a finite Ä/m"-module, it follows from Nakayama's lemma that (S/m"S)M = S/m"S, so that H = (1). Thus if k has characteristic 0, then G, = (1) and if k has characteristic/? > 0, then G, is a/?-group. In the latter case G] is still trivial. To see this, note that Gx permutes transitively the maximal ideals of S1 over a given maximal ideal of SG|, for if nf1 = nG' and/ G n, then IIaeGi/<' G ny. so/' G ny for some / G G" i.e., n, c U"ec nj, and so n, = nj for some a G G,. As G! acts trivially on S/mS, there is a unique maximal ideal of S over each maximal ideal of SG'. If G, has order q = />", then for any/ G *,,/« G SG>/n?>, so that SG'/nG' = K¡ by separability. Thus the canonical map SGl/mSG< -» S/mS is surjective. By Nakayama's lemma 5Gl = S and G, «■ (1) . Therefore G acts faithfully on S/mS. Let .AT be the fraction field of S. Then KG is the fraction field of R and Let y = Spec(Ä G). Then y is a geometric quotient of X by the action of G (see [5] ). There are two spectral sequences with the same abutment, whose isf ■* terms are I: H<{G,H'(X,ex)), We show now that 2 is a prime element of R G. For this it suffices to show that 2 is prime in SG, i.e., if / G S is such that (1 + /)/ e SG, then (1 + /)/= 2g, g G SG. (Since (1 + /) is prime in Rq, it is prime in S.) However (1 + /)/ G SG implies / = if, i.e., the coefficients aaß of / satisfy 5^ = ia^ and we get i(aaß ± OßJ =aaß ± a^a^ ß, and ia^ =a"". Thus a^ = c^(l -/), Ç* e ^o n Q. Also Ca/ïi1 + 0 = 'Ca/sC1 ~ 0 = ^(1 ~ Ï) = 0^(1 + /), so caß = C/b. Let g = Zc^X-Y". Then g G 5G and/ = (1 -/)gTherefore RG/2RG = RG. R (resp., Ä) is a regular local ring of dimension n + 1 (resp., «). If the hypotheses of Proposition 4 are satisfied for R, they are also satisfied for R, and to prove them for R, it suffices to show that the quotient map <j>: V-> V/G = Spec(ÄG) is étale on V -Va. If K is the fraction field of S, then KG is the fraction field of SG and KG <8>5c S = K. Also, for all closed points z G<KK-KG) we have dim^S ®so k(z) =[K:Kg]=2, from which it follows that <f>\ V -VG is flat. Since the residue fields of closed points of V/ G are either finite or of characteristic 0, it follows that all such residue field extensions are separable. Finally, <¡>( V -VG) is exactly the set over which d> is unramified. Therefore, taking n > 2 and applying case (a) to R, we get depth(/?G) = 3.
